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FOREWORD
This document describes the Qualification Test Program that was
performed on the Apollo X-ray Astronomy Experiment, as specified in
Appendix E, Section 3. 1. 5 of contract NAS 9-4841. It is submitted in
accordance with Article II, Item 9 of this contract. It is classified as Type
I data and requires NASA approval within 10 days of the date of transmittal.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the Qualification Test Program that was con-
ducted on the Apollo X-ray Astronomy Experiment (S-17) to verify the inherent
capability of the design to most the performance and environmental re-
quirements of the contract. It includes a dvszx iption of each test performed,
data and results obtained, analyses of all failures, and conclusions. Where
possible copies of the actual test data have been included. However, this
was not possible in some cases due to the bulk of the reds. In these
instances the data has been summarized in the Test Description (Section
10.0). All original data is available at ASE for NASA reviewtif required.
A companion report ASE-1470 entitled "Qualification Test Report for
the Apollo Scientific Data System (T4, S-17)" presents the results on the
qualification testing of the S-17 Data Handling System. The EMI sections
of these reports are common since this test was run with the Experiment and
Data System connected in order to duplicate the flight configuration as
accurately as possible.
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2.0
	 'I'E^ST ARTICLE
The equipment tested consisted of the following:
a. X-ray Astronomy Sensor (S-17)
P/N 4688 -1-0	 Ser. No. 2
b. X-ray Astronomy Electronics (S-17)
P/N 104-700-001 Ser. No. 2
2
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3.0 APPLICABLE DOCyMtNT§,
The Qualification Test Program was conducted in accordance with
the requirements of NAS 9-4841 as contained in the following documents:
ASE-1168	 Qualification Test Program, Apollo X-ray Astronomy
Experiment (8-17) - 30 November 1965, NASA approved
13 December 1965.
AS-E- 033	 Apollo X-ray Astronomy Experiment Environmental Test
Procedur-a - 7 July, 1966.
Ai'E- F'^PS-	 Environmei!o l Qualification jest Requirements - 13 Sep-
74;3-3"7j Rev. h tember :S£.
MIL-ST.)-	 M .litary Standard Environmental Test Methods for
810A	 Aerospace mad Ground Equipment, - 23 June 1964.
MIL-E-	 Military specification - Environmental Testing, Aeronautical
5272C
	
and Associated Equipment, General Specification for, -
13 April 1959.
MIL-I-	 Military Specification, Interference Control Requirements,
26600	 Aeronautical Equipment, - 1 June 1962.
ASPO-EMI-	 Addendum to MIL-I-26600 - 17 October 1963.
10A
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4.0
	 TEST FACILITY
All tests were performed at AVCOAesearch and Advanced Develop-
ment Division in Wilmington. Massachusetts, except EMI which was per-
frrmed at AVCO/Missile Systems Division in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
and Acoustics which was performed at NASA-MSG in Houston, Texas.
Standard government environmental test procedures and facilities
were used with calibrated test equipment traceable to the National Bureau
of Standards.
Environmental equipment was operated by AVCO (and NASA) personnel
and the experiment tests were performed by AS &E personnel: AS &E Quality
Control witnessed all tests and verified test performance and data.
5.0 PRE-TEST REQUIREMENTS
Prior to start of environmental testing the Pre-Delivery Acceptance
Test was performed. This 1"luded review of all logs and records, inspec-
tion of equipment, verification of workmanship and conformance to drawings,
and demonstration of performance. The test was witnessed and bought off
by the Government Inspector (DCASR). Data is contained in Attachment I.
I
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6.0	 FUNCTIONAL TEST
A Functional Test was performed before and after each environment
to determine effect of environment on performance. For certain environments
the Functional Test was also performed while the Experiment was operating
In the environment. Equipment set-up for this test was as shown in Figure 1.
The Functional Test consisted of five parts: 1) Digital Test, 2) Power Con-
sumption, 3) Calibration Cycle, 4) Star Sensor Test, and 5) Sun Sensor
Test as follows:
6.1	 Digital Test
The GSE was set up to perform the Auto Mode Digital Test
by setting switches as follows:
a.
b.
C.
switch.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
INHIBIT switches in the ON (UP) position.
MASTER RESET switch depressed.
Desired input count set on the PATTERN GENERATOR
MODE CONTROL switch set to the DIGITAL position.
ADDRESS SELECT switch set to the AUTO position.
ERROR MODE control set to AUTO CYCLE.
All other controls set to the OFF position.
Clock started by depressing the CLOCK push button
switch.
The selected input count was then injected into each digital
counter, and the outputs sampled by the GSE and compared to the inputs.
F	 The entire teat is performed automatically; if an error occurs the test stops
and the malfunctioning channel is indicated on the GSE.
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Figure 1
This test checks the operation of all experiment digital
circuits. Satisfactory operation requires that the test be completed without
errors.
	
6.2	 Power Consumption
Experiment input voltage was adjusted to 27.5 VDC and the
current was measured. Voltage and current values were recorded.
The equipment was operating properly if the values ob-
tained after the environment were within + 5% of those recorded before the
environment.
	
6.3	 Calibration Cycle
The GSE was set up to perform the Experiment Calibration
Cycle by setting switches as follows;
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
9•
h.
i.
j•
depressed simultan
INHIBIT switches to OFF (DOWN) position.
MASTER RESET switch depressed.
MODE CONTROL switch in CALIBRATE position.
ERROR MODE control to CONTINUOUS.
ADDER CONTROL switch to ON.
All PATTERN GENERATOR switches to ONE position.
ADDRESS SELECT to AUTO.
Remaining controls to OFF.
CLOCK push button switch depressed.
DISPLAY RESET and CALIBRATE INITIATE switches
eously.
X-ray sources are then automatically placed in front of the
position counters and the experiment accumulates data in the normal in-
flight manner. During the first 30 seconds of the calibration cycle the system
operates at half-gain; for the next 30 seconds it operates at full gain. The
cycle is ended automatically after 60 seconds.
I I	 7
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The outputs of the ten digital channels were recorded at
the end of the first 30 seconds as well as at the end of 60 seconds. Also,
the outputs from all Count Rate Meters were measured with a Digital Volt-
'	 meter and recorded.
Calibration was performed five times in succession and the
results averaged. This is required to achieve statistically significant figures.
The X-ray background was also measured (for 100 sec) before and after the
calibration runs. Proper equipment operation was determined by a qualitative
analysis of the data. Note that some variations in counting rates are
acceptable due to the random nature of the excitation.
This test verifies the operation of the complete X-ray
detection system since it is an end-to-end test that simulates the actual
experimental operation.
6.4	 Star Sensor Test
The Star Sensor Test Fixture was attached to the front of
the Star Sensor and power applied. The sun sensor was covered. With a
Digital Voltmeter connected to the GSE the four quadrant voltages, the
two VDU output voltages and the brightness voltage were read and recorded.
This test places a weak simulated "star" at infinity but close
to the optic axis of the star sensor. It is an end-to-end test of this unit
with both telemetry and VDU outputs being verified.
The equipment was operating satisfactorily if the values
of the four quadrant voltages and the two VDU output voltages obtained after
each environment were within 0.2v of those recorded before the test, and
the brightness voltage was approximately 3.5 to 4.Ov. The 0.5v tolerance
o,i brightness voltage is necessary because the brightness output changes
significantly with changes in Test Fixture lamp voltage. The exact position
of the Test Fixture on the star sensor is also critical and will affect the output
n
	 voltages rather significantly.
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6.5	 Sun Sensor Test
The purpose of the Sun Sensor is to provide a signal which
closes the Star Sensor shutter when the Sun shines on its face. This prevents
damage to the sensitive Star Sensor photocathode. During ground operation it
provides the same protection from ambient room light levels. To test the
Star Sensor the Star Sensor Test Fixture must be attached and the Sun Sensor
then covered to allow the shutter to open.
Proper operation of the Sun Sensor is verified as follows:
the Star Sensor Test fixture is attached and power is applied, while the Sun
Sensor is exposed to room light. The brightness output voltage is then read
with a digital voltmeter; it should be approximately zero volts. The Sun
Sensor is then covered and the Brightness voltage read again. It will read
approximately three to four volts, depending upon the Test Fixture lamp
voltage. The Sun Sensor is again uncovered causing the Brightness voltage
to go to zero; the shutter closing can also be determined by an audible
click in the Star Sensor.
t	 9
7. 0 TEST SUMMARY
The following environmental tests were performed:
Test	 Date 	 Results
High Temperature (Attempt No. 1) 25-27 July 1966 Failed
Low Temperature 1-2 August 1966 Passed
High Temperature (Attempt No. 2) 2-4 August 1966 Passed
Acceleration 9-10 August 1966 Passed
Random Vibration 12-15 August 1966 Passed
Thermal Vacuum (attempt No. 1) 16-18 August 1966 Failed
Vacuum (Attempt No. 2) 19 August 1966 Passed
Shock 26-27 August 1966 Passed
Sinusoidal Vibration 29-31 August 1966 Passed
EMI 27 September 1966 - Passed
7 October 1966 with Waiver
Acoustics 10 -' 4 October 1966 Passed
8. 0 FAILURE SUMMARY
Two experiment failures occurred during the Qualification test program,
as follows:
item 	 Type of Failure	 Cause of	 Date Corrective
High voltage Voltage drop at high
power supply temperature
X-ray detector High voltage break-
and preamp.	 down in vacuum
Failure Action
Defective 8/1	 Repaired and
component requa lifted
Air bubble 8/17	 Requalified
in potting replacement
unit
Failure reports are included as Attachment II.
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9. 0 TEST SEQUENCE
Several deviations to the approved test sequence were made, with
NASA concurrence. These were necessitated by schedule difficulties with
the AVCO environmental facilities and the need to complete the qualification
test program as rapidly as possible. Had the original test sequence been
followed the test program completion would have been delayed approximately
one month. Table I shows both the intended and the actual test sequence.
TABLE I -- TEST SEQUEN
INTENDED
Low Temperature
High Temperature
Temperature -Altitud,.?
Acceleration
Random Vibration
Sinusoidal Vibration
Shock
Acoustic Noise
EMI
ACTUAL
High Temperature
Low Temperature
High Temperature
Acceleration
Random Vibration
Temperature-Altitude
Shock
Sinusoidal Vibration
EMI
Acoustic Noise
11
10.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
10.1	 High Temperature - Attempt No. 1
a. Test Eauipment
ITEM MAKUF MODEL
	
SIN CAL DATE
Temperature American Research ALT 64-100500H 245 7/66
Chamber Corp. 1 PG 1X565FT-216
Recorder Bristol 22XN17X-T25	 645031 7/66
Controller
Temperature Brown 153XllPS-X-27	 5267 6/66
Recorder Instrument
b. Test
The experiment was placed in the temperature chamber
and connected to the Lab. GSE outside the chamber (Ref. Figure 1). Two
thermocouples were attached, one to the Sensor tungsten shielding and
the other to the Electronics box. Their outputs were monitored and recorded
on a chart recorder. A Functional Test was performed with the equipment at
ambient temperature (Data is included in Attachment III, p . 1-4). The
chamber temperature was then raised to +1600F, and experiment power was
applied. Relative humidity was maintained at 15%.
C.
	
Results
After operating in this environment approximately 12 hrs.
a Functional Test revealed that the two high voltage power supplies had
failed. The temperature was returned to ambient, the supplies were - removed
and a failure analysis was performed. A crack was found in the substrate
material of one of the capacitors. This crack shorted out the capacitor and
caused the supply to fail. Complete details are contained in Failure Report
12
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Q1 and Q2 (Attachment II).
Two new supplies were pre-tested and installed in the
Experiment for continuation of qualification testing. Since another
temperature chamber became available the normal test sequence O&w.
temp. then High Temp.) was resumed.
10.2	 Low Temperature
a. Test Equipment
ITEM MANUF MODEL S/N CAL DATE
Temperature Conrad WB1000-30-30 6537 4/66
Chamber
Recorder Brown Inst. 152C 15P-
Controller 239E-91 885702 4/66
Temperature Brown Inst. 153XI IPS- 5267 6/66
Recorder X-27
b. Test
The experiment was placed in the temperature chamber
and connected to the Lab. GSE. A Functional Test was performed at ambient
temperature, and proper equipment operation was verified. The chamber
temperature was then lowered to -60°F in three hours and the experiment
temperature allowed to stabilize. Experiment power was applied and the
equipment operated for 4 hours. During this time the chart recorder (driven
by thermocouples on the experiment) indicated that the experiment tempera-
ture was going below -60°. Subsequent investigation revealed that the
AVCO technician had inserted the wrong temperature chart on the chamber
temperature recorder/controller. The temperature was thus adjusted to main-
tain a constant -60° experiment temperature for the remainder of the four
hour soak. The temperature record is included as Figure 2. Note that a
corrected temperature scale has been marked on it.
CHAMBER TEMPERATURE RECORD
LOW TEMPERATURE
1 11	 Fig urc 2
oG- se
1455
Chamber temperature was then returned to 70 0F and the experiment
temperature allowed to stabilize for four hours.
C.	 Results
Functional tests were performed before and after the
environmental exposure, as well as at half hour intervals during exposure.
No difficulties were encountered. Data agreement was acceptable and no
damage occurred. A copy of the data is included in Attachment III, p. 5-9.
10.3	 High Temperature - Attempt No. 2
a. Test Equipment
M	 MOD	 CAL DATE
Temperature Conrad	 WB1000-30-30 6537 4/66
Chamber
Recorder	 Brown	 15X15-P-	 885702 4/66
Mntr&W	 239E-91
Temperature Brown	 153X11PS-X-	 5267 6/66
Recorder	 27
b. est
The high temperature test was performed immediately
following the low temperature test. The equipment remained in the same
chamber, connected as before. A new temperature chart was inserted and
chamber temperature was raised to +1600F in one hour. Power was applied
and the experiment operated for 20 hours. (See Figure 3). Relative humidity
was approximately 10%. Specimen temperature was monitored and recorded
continuously on the chart recorder. After 20 hours exposure time, chamber
temperature was returned to +700F and power was removed. Experiment
temperature was allowed to return to ambient overnight.
C.	 Results
Functional tests were performed at half hour intervals
15
CHAMBER TEMPERATURE RECORD
HIGH TEMPERATURE
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throughout the test. They were also performed at ambiera temperature
before and after the environment exposure. All data agreed awl no damage
was evidenced. Data is included in Attachment III, p. 10-14.
10.4	 LQw and High Temperature - Star Sensor
a. Test Equipment
ITEM	 MANUF	 MODEL	 VN CAL DATE
Temperature Tenney	 TMUF-3-	 5923 3/66
Chamber	 100350
Power Supply Power Design	 TW-4005	 600-048	 3/66
Digital	 Digitec	 201P	 8221C	 4/66
Voltmeter
b. Test
The Star Sensor and Sun Sensor were removed from the
Qual Unit at the start of temperature testing to replace the Sun Sensor with
an improved model having faster time constant. Because of scheduling
problems the temperature tests were continued on the remainder of the
Experiment and the Star Sensor and Sun Sensor were qualified separately
at ASE for these two tests only.
The units were placed in the temperature chamber and
cables brought out to a test fixture. A power supply was attached and a
digital voltmeter used to measure the output signals. Equipment temperature
was monitored using a thermistor located within the Star Sensor. Chamber
temperature was lowered to -600F and power was applied after one hour
stabilization. The equipment was operated for four hours and then returned
to 700F. After an appropriate Functional Test, the chamber temperature was
raised to +1600F. After two hours stabilization time, power was applied
and the equipment operated for 20 hours. Tests were performed and the
temperature was returned to ambient. After three hours the Functional Test
was repeated.
17I
C.
	
Results
The Star Sensor Functional Tests were performed before
and after the environmental exposures, as well as during each environment.
Sun Sensor operation was also verified each time. No difficulties were
encountered; all data was acceptable. Data is included in Attachment III,
p. 9 and p. 14.
10.5	 Acceleration
a.	 Test Equipment
ITEM MANUF MODEL S/N GAL DATE
Rotary Genisco E-105 8 --
Accelerator
Eput and Berkeley 7350 RAD- 7/66
Timer 231
Recorder Sanborn 150 85 6/66
Accelero- Statham ASa-20-350 6035 6/66
meter
b. Test
The Experiment was connected as in Figure 1, and a
Functional Test was performed. The accelerometer was then attached to
the rotary accelerator arm at the test specimen location (57 in. from center).
The accelerometer output was connected to the recorder and the system was
calibrated from I to lOg's. The Sensor package was then attached to the
accelerator arm with the baseplate facing the outside chamber wall and the
accelerometer was mounted on it. The accelerator rpm was set to provide
1. Og acceleration and was then increased manually to obtain an accelero-
meter output increasing linearly from 1. Og to 6. Og in 150 seconds.
The accelerator was then stopped slowly and the test
was repeated with the Electronics package. The pertinent portion of the test
records have been reproduced in Figure 4.
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Results
The accelerometer output was monitored in real time and
recorded on the recorder to verify that the proper acceleration curve was
obtained. "unctional tests were performed before and after acceleration.
Boch specimens were also visually inspected for damage. No problems
occurred and experiment operation was satisfactory. Data is contained in
Attachment III, p. 15-18.
10.6	 Random Vibration
a.	 Test EguiAment
ITEM MANUF MODEL SIN CAL DATE
Shaker Ling 182 17 --
Spectral Aero Geo RM101A 3166-2,
Analyzer Astro 3,	 4 5/66
Equalizer
Accelero- Endevco 2213C JA08 8/66
meter
b.	 Test
A vibration test fixture was mounted on the shaker and
the accelerometer was attached and calibrated. The X-ray Sensor was then
secured to the fixture using the normal spacecraft attach points. Random
vibration was then applied along the longitudinal axis. Because of the
shaker capacity limit the test was performed in eight steps, ez--h zovering
a narrow band of frequencies. Duration of vibration was 2 1/2 minutes in
each band.
Figure 5 shows a plot of spectral density vs. frequency;
both the specification curve and the actual input are shown. Three sigma
clippers were used to limit acceleration peaks of the applied vibration and
filter bandwidths were 12. 5 cps from 20 to 400 cps, 25 cps from 400 to 1200
cps, and 50 cps from 1200 to 2000 cps. Sampling time was fifteen seconds.
20
The Sensor and vibration fixture were next placed
on the slip table, the shaker was rotated and the test was repeated in the
tangential and radial axes. The same tests were then performed on the
Electronics package. Data is shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
C.	 Results
Each unit was monitored during vibration and carefully
inspected afterwards; no damage was evidenced. After both units were
vibrated a Functional Test was performed. The data was compared to the
pre-vibration data and no degradation of performance was noted. Data is
contained in Attachment III ► p. 19-22.
10.7	 Temperature - Altitude
a. Test Equipment
ITEM	 MANU	 MODEL	 §ZN CAL DATE
Thermal AVCO-RAD --	 TE1667 --
Vacuum
Chamber
Ionization Veeco RG-75K	 X27071	 4/66
Gauge
Ionization Vacuum Products --	 30755	 4/66
Gauge
Control
Temperature Bristol IM-IPG560-21- 654848	 4/66
Recorder T6 -T l l -T13 -T40 -
T68-T82
b. Test
The experiment (Sensor and Electronics) and the
Data System (DHS and Compt. A) were both placed in the vacuum chamber,
within the specially constructed thermal shroud. They were each connected
to GSE outside the chamber through a special connector plate. A Functional
Test was then performed and proper equipment operation was verified. The
21
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chamber was then evacuated to 10-6
 psia (S. 17 x 10 -5 mm Hg) with the
temperature held at ambient. Pressure was held constant for two hours,
then experiment power was appliel. The temperature was raised to +1600F
in approximately 45 minutes and then lowered immediately to 0 o in 45 minutes.
It was raised again to +160 oF in 45 minutes to complete one cycle. Fifteen
more cycles were then completed with the equipment operating and the
pressure held below 10_ 6
 psia. Temperature and pressure were then returned
to ambient.
Chamber pressure and shroud wall temperature were
monitored continuously ana recorded. Figure 8 shows a plot of values
recorded at the high and low temperature points (approximately 45 minute
Intervals ).
C.	 R2sults
Throughout the test Functional Tqsts were performed at
half hour intervals. From the time of initial equipment turn-on a large
number of spurious pulses were obtained in the channels fed by one of the
two high voltage power supplies, particularly in the +X guard channel. This
was believed to be due to a faulty counter and the test was continued in the
hope that it would correct itself (a leaky counter would eventually be
pumped out and stop affecting other channels). However, this did not
occur. At the conclusion of the test the suspect counter was replaced
with a new one and the chamber pressure was reduced to 10 -6 psia again.
All equipment then operated normally. After five hours pressure was re-
turned to ambient. The thermal portion of the test was not repeated since
thermistors within the equipment had indicated only a S o temperature excur-
sion throughout the entire test cycle. Based on this and the fact that seven
of the eight counters withstood the complete 20 hour environmental .sst,
the new counter was installed and the test program continued, with NASA
concurrenciD. A failure report and analysis of the counter is given in
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Attachment II. Pre- and post-environment data is contained in Attachment
III, P. 23-26.
10.8	 Shack
a. Test Equipment
ITEM	 MANUF
Shock AVCO-RAD
Machine
Cathode Columbia Research
Follower Labs.
Calibrator Ballantine
Band Pass Krohn-Hite Corp.Filter
Oscilloscope Taktroni:c
Preamp. Tektronix
Accelero- Endevco
meter
b. Test
MODE	 SIN CAL DATE
SM-030	 7224 --
400OR	 1504 12/65
420 1302 3/66 & 9/66
33+2-M 1312 6/66
535 7910 5/66
53/54D 1961 4/66
2213C JA04 8/66
The experiment was connected as in Figure 1 for the
Functional Test. The Sensor and Electronics were then disconnected and
packe44n their shipping containers. The accelerometer was attached to the
shock machine, the system was calibrated, and the shock machine was
adjusted to produce a 30g half-sine shock for 11 + 1 mil sec.
The Electronics box was placed on the shock machine
and secured with nylon straps. It was raised to the required height (approximately
4 in.) and allowed to free fall onto the apptoprfate rubber pad to produce the
required shock pulse. The pulse was displayed on a scope and photographed
(See Figure 9). After verifying the correctness of the pulse obtained, the box
was rotated 900 and the test repeated. It was again rotated and the test re-
peated s o as to apply the shock pulse in each of three mutually perpendi-
cular directions. (Figure 9).
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The identical test was then performed for the Sensor .
package. Shock pulses obtained are shown in Figure 10.
C.
	 Results
Both shipping containers were inspected and no damage
was observed. The containers were opened and the equipment was inspected;
no damage occurred here either. The units were then removed and Functional
Test performed. All items operated properly and data agreed with the pre-
test data. (See Attachmeii: III, p. 27-30. )
10.9	 Sinusoidal Vibration
a. Test Equipment
UEM	 MANUF	 MODEL	 SIN CAL DATE
Shaker	 Ling	 182	 17	 --
Controls	 Unholtz-Dickie	 E-105	 3166-6,	 5/66
3166;-4;-2
Oscillograph CEC
	
5-123	 3166-5	 5/66
Accelero-	 Endevco	 2213C	 JA08	 8/66
meter
b. Test
The Electronics package was placed in its shipping
container. An accelerometer was attached to the vibration fixture
which was mounted on the shaker. The system was then calibrated and the
Electronics package was secured to the fixture. Sinusoidal vibration was
applied with frequency sweeping logarithmically from 5 to 500 cps and back
to 5 cps in 15 minutes. Test levels were as follows:
Freq. (cps)	 5 to 8	 18 to 26.5	 26. 5 to 52	 52 to 500
LEVEL	 1 0.4 in DA I ± 1.3g	 0.036 in DA I ± 5. Og
Note that 0.4 in DA v s applied from 5 to Sicps and ± 1.3g from 8 to 26.5 cps,
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whereas the test specification required + 1. 3g from 5 to 26 cps. This
deviation was necessitated by the limit of the available shaker, which was
a maximum of 0. 4 in DA. The spec limit would have required shaker ex-
cursion of 1. 014 in DA at 5 cps, decreasing to 0. 4 in DA at 8 cps.
The test was performed twice in each of three mutually
perpendicular directions of excitation. The package was then removed and
the identical test repeated on the Sensor package in its shipping container.
C.
	 Results
Throughout the test the packages were visually moni-
tored; no anomalies were noted. Also the control accelerometer output was
displayed on an oscillograph along with frequency markers. Analysis of
these records showed several points where the control system could not
maintain the required input levels, as noted in Table II. Dis;, ­ g sion with
the shaker operating personnel indicates that these are system resonances
primarily due to the vibration fixture used. A 1 in. aluminum plate was
used, whereas a minimum 1 1/2 in. plate is normally required to avoid plate
resonances. This is further substantiated by the fact that fewer and lower
resonances were noted during vibration of the Sensor package. The 1 in.
plate was not large enough for mounting this package hence a large 2 in. plate
was used for vibration in the radial and tangential directions. In the longi-
tudinal direction where a massive fixture several inches thick was used, no
resonances were noted. In any event, none of the noted resonances are
severe.
Both shipping containers were inspected for damages
and none were noted. The instruments were likewise inspected, with
no evidence of damage. A Functional Test was then performed, and all
results agreed with the pre-vibration data. Data is included in Attachment
III, p. 31-34.
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Sensor Package
Longitudinal Axis:
Radial Axis:
Tangential Axis:
No Resonances Noted
1.3±.13
5±.5
1.3 ± .13
11 1.8
28, 33, 45 0. 2 to 0. 5g
spikes
330 5.8
11 1.8
33, 45 0.25 to 0.5g
spikes
TABLE I -- SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION RESONANCE POINTS
Electronics Package
Longitudinal Axis:	 Freguencv
	
Actual Level
(cps)
26-52
160
180
260
Radial Axis:	 26-52
330
Tangential Axis:	 26-52
330
Spec Level
(g)
Smooth increase
from 1. 3 to S. Og's
5+.5
5+.5
5+.5
Smooth increase
f: om 1. 3 to 5. 0 g's
5+.5
Smooth increase
from 1.3 to 5. 0 g's
5+.5
(9)
0. 5 to 1.Og
spikes
6.2
6.5
5.9
0. 5 to 1.Og
spikes
6.4
0. 5 to 1.Og
spikes
6.4
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10.10 Electromagnetic Interference
a.	 Test Equipment
ITEM	 MANUF	 MODEL	 $IN	 CAL DATE
Noise Field Empire Device NF 105 481 8/66
Intensity
Meter
Tuning Unit Empire Device TX 481 8/66
Tuning Unit Empire Device TA 481 8/66
Tuning Unit Empire Device T1 481 8/66
Tuning Unit Empire Device T2 481 8/66
Tuning Unit Empire Device T3 481 8/66
Impulse Empire Device IG-115 219 8/66
Generator
Microwave Polarad FIM B 1625 8/66
Field Inten-
sity Meter
Power Supply Polarad FIM P 1625-1 8/66
Tuning Unit Polarad FIM L 1625-2 8/66
Tuning Unit Polarad FIM S 1265-3 8/66
Tuning Unit Polarad FIM M 1625-4 8/66
Tuning Unit Polarad FIM X 1625-5 8/66
Signal Hewlett Packard 606A 6657 6/66
Generator
Signal Hewlett Packard 608 C 247 5/66
Generator
Signal Hewlett Packard 612 A 12 6/66
Generator
Receiver Nems Clark 1670-F 315 9/66
Antenna Polarad CA-M 1629-09 --
Antenna Polarad CA-L 133 --
Antenna Polarad CA-S 131 --
Antenna Polarad CA-X 134 --
Antenna Polarad CA-B 128 --
33
ITEM MANUr M_ ODEL SIN CAL DATE
Reflector Polaidd CA-R 134 --
Isolation Sola 6220-1A --
Transformer
Audio Hewleti P..ckard 2000D 595
Oscillator
Tape Mincom -- -- --
recorder
Oscilloscope Tektronix 535 7019 9/66
Line Stabili- Filtron FRS-701A 892-35 --
zation Net-
work
Line Stabili- Filtron FRS-701A 892-22 --
zation Net-
work
Attenuator Kay Electric 20 K587C 6/66
b.	 Test
For this test the X-ray Experiment and the Data System
were interconnected and tested together. Test setup is shown in Figure 11.
To completely test the Data System, portions of the EMI test were repeated
to check each of three Data System operational modes, namely
Frog Real Time
X-ray Read In
Tape Recorder Read Out
The X-ray experiment was operated only during the X-ray Read In mode;
however, it was subjected completely to all required tests.
Tests were performed in accordance with MIL-1-26600
as modified by ASPO-EMI-10A for Class 1 equipment. Test equipment,
configuration and procedures complied with all requirements contained
therein. Tests included, in sequence:
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I .	 Conducted interference -- radio interference
voltages, in the frequency range of 0.O1S to 25 Nlc/sec. were measured on
the system input power lines. A minimum of three measurements per octave
were made, the measurement frequencies being selected by sweeping the
octave band and determining the points of highest interference.
2. Radiated interference - radiated interference fields
emanating from the equipment were measured over the frequency range 0.015
to 1000 Mc/sec. Measurement frequencies were selected as in (1) above.
Both broadband and narrow band measurements were made.
3. Antenna r")nducted -- transmitter keydown -- the
transmitter was operated into a dummy load. Measurements of spurious and
harmonic power output were then made over the frequency range of 0. 15 to
10, 000 Mc/sec.
4. RF conducted susceptibility -- an RF signal of
100, 000 microvolts - from a 50 ohm source - was applied over a frequency
range of 0.015 to 10, 000 Mc/sec. to the input power lines through the line
stabilization network. The equipment was then operated in the X-ray Record
and Frog Real Time modes. During the X-ray mode the experiment calibration
cycle was energized continuously to obtain the most reliable performance
indication. The Data System acquired experiment data in the normal flight
manner and this was transmitted via coax to a tape recorder and recorded for
subsequent data analysis at AS&E.
5. Audio conducted - a sine wave audio frequency
signal of 3 volts rms was applied between the ungrounded input power lead
and ground. Frequency was varied from 50 to 15, 000 cps. The test was
performed in each of the Data System modes as in (4) above.
6. Transient conducted -- fifty volt pulses with a
time width of 10 microseconds and a repetition rate of 10 pulses per second
were conducted onto each input power lead. This test was performed in each
36
of the Data System modes outlined in (4) above and the data recorded for
analysis.
7.	 Radio frequency radiated -- the equipment was
subjected to a radio frequency established by generating a 100, 000 micro-
volt signal across the test antenna terminals. The frequency range covered
was 0.015 to 10, 000 Mc/sec. Data was recorded as in (4) above.
C.	 Results
1. General -- specification limits were exceeded
somewhat in conducted interference, radiated interference, and audio con-
ducted susceptibility tests. Performance on all other tests was satisfactory.
These results were discussed with NASA/MSC representatives and it was
determined that the values were not sufficiently out of spec to warrant a
redesign effort. Hence, a waiver to the test specs was requested by ASE
and granted by NASA. (See Attachment It).
2. Conducted interference -- the measured broad-
band conducted interference levels for all three modes of operation are shown
in Figures 12 through 14. In each mode the levels exceeded the specifications
at frequencies around 1 to 2 Mc/sec (Figures 12b, 13b, 14b). Two Filtron
SP-226 interference filters were then temporarily inserted in the Compartment
A input power lines and the interference levels again measured in one of the
modes Frog Real Time). As shown in Figure 15, all levels were thus re-
duced to a minimum of 25 DB below the spec limit. Measurements were not
repeated in other modes since the intent was only to determine the effect
of a typical RF filter. Subsequent analysis of the redesign required to in-
corporate the filters and discussion with NASA regarding the levels obtained
without filters resulted in a waiver being requested and granted.
3. Radiated interference -- the measured broadband
radiated interference levels are shown in ^igure 16. The spec limits were
exceeded at several frequencies in each of the three modes of operation.
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Investigation was made to determine the source of radiation. This revealed
the major source to be the unshielded interconnecting cables (which AS&E
is not supplying for flight and hence were not part of the test specimen). The
cables were thus wrapped with aluminum foil and the measurements repeated
over the pertinent frequency range. The resulting data is shown in Figure 17.
As shown, all levels were brought below specifications except one point in
the Frog Real Time mode (Figure 17a) and two in the X-ray Record mode; (Fig. 17b)
these three points were only slightly over spec.
A search was also made for narrow band interference
signals from 0. 014 Mc/sec to 10.000 Mc/sec. Only three signals were de-
tected, trvo of which exceeded the specification somewhat. namely:
Mode	 Fre m	 Detected Level Wbwv) 	 Spec Limitfdbµv)
Frog Real	 247	 39.1	 31.5
Time
Frog Real	 494	 24.1	 36.0
Time
Recorder	 247	 41.1	 31.5
Readout
Investigation indicated that the interference signals were emanating from the
transmitter coax cable and TNC connector.
The above results were presented to NASA and
a waiver was obtained.
4.	 Antenna conducted -- transmitter keydown - the
III
	
	 transmitter fundamental power output was measured at 144 db above one
microvolt (6 watts) in each of the following three modes of operation: Real
Time (unmodulated), Frog Real Time, and X-ray Real Time. Therefore, the
speciftcationgequires that the s purious and harmonic power output be at
least (80 + l0log 6) or 87. 8 db below the fundamental. As shown in Figure
18, signalf: detected were at least 95 db below the fundamental which is
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well within specification.
5.	 Susceptibility - prior to the start of susceptibility
tests several X-ray calibration cycles were performed and the data recordea
on magnetic tape for subsequent performance comppkrif.3a. The X-ray
calibrate cycle was then activated coiltLnuously throughou' the X-ray mode
susceptibility tests. The tap, was annotated to identify ea :h test, test
levels, and test frequencies. At the conclusion of the tests the data was
played back and analyzed from t.vo standpoints. Fir3t the actual values
of selected measuremerts were determined and compared to specifications.
Second the records from each portion of the test were compared to each
other and to the pre.-test records to-detect anv ann.malies, partic.klarly
noise. Selected hou-sekeeping uigxWs, such as power supply outputs, as
well as the X and Y count rats: channel.- and the PHA channols were Analyzed
in this manner. N,: ii screparxaie i wt re noted and all values were within
specif:cations. typical results are shown :n Figure 19. The upper traces
represent the pre-susceptibility aata, waerc-La ' he lower traces Save been
chosen at random during one of the suaceprLbii;.ty tests, gamely, RF
radiated at 580 kc. As ^an be seen ti:s RP rudiotion did iiat cause any do-
gradation in performance and the values obtainedd in tale calibration cycles
agree withir allowable limits; these are tabulated in Table I11.
One system malfunction did o%xur during the audio
conducted susceptibility test. A Compartmant A relay dropped out when the
required 3 volt rms signal was conducted on the input power lines at frequencies
between 70 and 140 cps. However, this had no effect on the data or system
performance since the relay only provider a momentary signal to initiate read
Lin-or read out of the tape recorder. Further testin g was performed by sweeping
at reduced levels to determine the voltage levels that could be sustained
without relay drop out. The results are shown in Figure 20.
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TABLE III -- TOTAL COUNTS DURINC2 CALIBRATION CYCLE-RF RADIATED
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
Counts
I-ka nnnl 	 Are% -gij--P!P ntihiIity	 RP RariiAtprl At SRO kc
60 sec 1646 1704
30 sec 642 726
60 sec 1438 1504
30 sec 256 472
60 sec 620 .686PHA 1 30 sec 464 548
60 sec 36 28
PHA 2 30 sec 14 2
60 se-. 40 46
PHA 3 30 sec 12 2
60 sec 420 328PHA 4 30 sec 10 2
60 sec 268 258PHA 5 30 sec 10 2
60 sec 142 188PHA 6
^0 sec 10 2
60 sec 18 12PHA 7 30 sec 10 2
60 sec 90 72PHA 8 30 sec 38 22
11	
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10. 11 Acoustics
a. Test EauipmRnt
Reverberation Chamber -- Wylie Labs
Ai.-?io Frequency Spectrum Analyzer -- Bruel and Kjaer,
No. 8221
Graphic Level Recorder -- Bruel and Kjaer
Crystal Microphones -- Gulton, I in., Ser. No. 115
and 158
b. Test
The Experiment Functional Test was performed at AS&E
pr+or to shipment to Houston for the Acoustic Tests, as well as after return.
At NASA/Houston the Expe& invent and Data Handling System were interconnected
and tested together. All data was recorded on magnetic tape.
Two microph ties wee installed in the center of the
reverberation chamber and the system was adjusted to provide the required
spectrum. The Electronics package was then suspended Li the center of
the chamber and subjected to the Sound Pressure Levels shown in Figure 21a
for 10 minutes. -
After removing the Electronics package the X-ray Sensor
was suspended in the chamber. Because of the possibility of the 2 mil Be
windows fracturing and presenting a toxi.-Ity hazard, a hose was connected
to the reverberation chamber and exhausted outside of the building. Air
€amplEs of the exhaust were taken by safety personnel, who monitored the
test.
The Sensor was then subjected to the required Sound
Pressure Levels as shown in Figure. 21b for 10 minutes.
C. Results
;able IV shows the specified and actual Sound Pressure
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TABLE IV -- ACOUSTIC NOISE SOUND Pk :SSURE LEVELS
Sensor
Octave Band Test Spec Measured
Center Frequency Sound Pressure Level Sound Pressure Level
LP—S) dB dB
lu 127.5 126
31 134 134
63 140 139
:25 139 141
250 139' 140.5
500 135 138
1000 :28 131
2000 121 127
4000 114 123.5
8000 106 121
Overall 146 146
Electronics
16 127. 5 127
31 )34 136
63 140 138
125 139 141
250 139 138
500 135 136
1000 128 132
2000 121 126
4000 114 123
8000 106 119
Overall 146 146
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Levels obtained at the center of each octave band. Note that the equipment
was actually overtested at the higher frequency range (from 2kc o 8kc), by
a maximum of 15 dB at 8kc. The acoustic facility could not be adjusted to
produce lower levels than obtained in this range.
After the tests both items were inspected fur damage
and then removed from the chamber. The Sensor package was partially
disassembled to determine if any of the Beryllium windows were fractured.
No damage was found.
After acoustic tests on the Data System and Compartment
A. the equipment was again connected and tested. The Experiment wa.;
operated in the calibrate mode and the data was recorded on magnetic tape.
The tapes were then given to NASA personnel from the Experiment Office
who proxided an octal print out of the X and Y count rate channels, PHA
channels. and Star Sensor data. These were analyzed and the pre- And
post-acoustic results were compared. :_il values were within specifications
and no discrepancies were found.
The Functional Test was again performed at ASE when
the equipment was returned. Results were compared to those obtained
before shipment to Houston with satisfactory agreement. (Attachment III,
P. 35 - 38).
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ATTACHMENT I
PRE DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
I-I
DATA SHEET
PILE-DELIVERY ACCEPTA' ,CE TEST
X-RAY ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT
Serial No.: Sensor	 2	 Electronics
	 2
i
Accepted by:
AS&E Q. A. J. BoCZenowski_t_T^ _DATE:	 7/11/6 6
DCASR Q. A.	 (I:. , DATE:
I-2
a
e
^i
T1'ST DATA
A.	 Examination of Product
1,	 Inspection
Conformance to drawings:
Sensor: 4688-1-0 Rev. A_ Electronics: 10. 4-700-001 REv.0
2. Recxds Review
Records Comptet(:: 	 60wz^
Acceptance Test Complete:
Assembly Procedures Approved:
Part Numbers Recorded:
	
T - Cryan
3. Comment:
r
Inspected by • Date;  ^6
DCASR Q. A. Rep:
	
Date:
I-3
B.	 Physical Characteristics
1. Envelope
Conformance to drawings:
Drawing No.: NAA MHO1-12059-117 Rev. A
Verified by: H. Rubino	 Date: 7/9/66
2. Weight
Sensor:	 176.0	 Electronics: 49
Weighed by. R.G./A.M.C.	 Date: 7/11/66
3. Mounting Hole Locations
Checked against NAA tool plate
Sensor: OK	 Electronics:	 OK
Verified by: A. M. Castellano	 Date:
	
7/11/66
4. Center of Gravity
Sensor: X- 9.60	 Electronics: X=	 6.20
y: 9. 02 5	 y:	 5.54
Z= 3.71	 Z=	 5.20
Reference Point:	 NAA Datum
Measured by: W. Antrim	 Date: 71IV66
C;.	 Performance Tests
1.	 Ground Isolation Chcck
Measurement	 Sensor	 Electronics
Shielding - counters: (Resistance) 1 Meg	 --
Shield %r. - Chassis Gr.:	 y 1 Meg	 7 1 Meg
ShiE ld Gr. - Signal Gr. :	 T 1 Meg	 > 1 Meg
Ch A-ssis Gr. - Signal Gr.:	 > 1 -Mg2__	 7P 1 Meg
Performed by: G. Barret;	 Date: 7/11/66
I-4
2.	 Input Power
vnitane	 (-arrant
Quiescent Active
1.46 1.48
2 7._5 1. 32 1.32
30 1. 25 1. 25
Performed by; G. Barrett a^...: 7/11/66
3. Count Rate Meter Calibration
Input Fteyuency:_ 1003 cps
CRM Output Volt:
	
X 4.005
	 Y 4.005 BX	1. 00
X+ 4. 000
	
Yt 4. 000 B	 1.00
X- 4. 003	 Y--3. 997
Performed by: G. Barrett	 _Date:- 7,111/66
4. Digital Test
Pulses In Pass	 Fail
50 X
i00 X
200 X
500 X
Performed by: G. Barrett	 Date: 7/11/66
I-5
(`hannol
	
5.	 Digital Output Signal Level
Position	 Voltage
One	 Zero
I	 4.8	 0.2
2	 4. 8	 0.18
3	 4. 8	 0. 2
4	 4.8	 0.2
Performed by: G. Ban-ett 	 —Date:— 7/11/66
	
6.	 Calibration
Xol	 _CRC.	 565
o CRC	 760
3620
2628
iPHA1
PHA2
901
14
1432
122
A3	 ^6 276 I P
12 1 1 	217 6(PHA4
PHAS 8 94
PHA6 0 4
THA 7 1 14
,PHA8 11	 98 262
Performed by:	 G. Barrett	 __ _Date:	 711"4
I-6
—,	 ^- _	 ic=f — _z
7. Star Sensor Test
Star Sensor Test Fixture Vo'.tage: 	 .45
Star Sensor Output Voltage:
Signal	 Voltage
QUAD 1 1. 5
QUAD 2 1. 27
QUAD 3 0.94
QUAD 4 1. 03
BRIGHTNESS 4.25
Performed by: G. Barrett
	
,_Crate :_116
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ATTACHMENT II
FAILURE REPOPITS
II-1
PORT I	 Date of Failure:1 M.nth 7 I	 Da% 2APOLLO FAILURE RE
FAILURE DFfr; " ED DUR1N ;-
Inspection FuncUonel Check
FAILED EQUIPMEN-,
FR_ Q1
6L Ye,,66
	 --
System
Acceptance	 Qualification Test
Llectreales
	 X	 ERpeAarent	 X	 Date hanaling	 ^:ump A
Lab unit	 )uallflcatim unit	 X	 Flight unit
FAI LE D 1TE M
Name	 A56E Pi\
)99=
	
High
My
V
o^''.
lta
a
age	 104-701-701 P-
t,,,i 
y OGDO(K	 Assy---	- -- --- -- -	 -' —
VESCRIPTION of FAILURE: High voltage dropped from +2
test conditions of procedure AS&E 1333,
GJF.
Flight spate
AS&E S/N	 t.!fgr. P/N	 Manalacturet
4	 -	 - - AS&E - — - -- -
500 to approximately + 700V under 1560 Temp.
page 8.
EFFECT OF FAILL?r ,:
	 ACC UM TIME TO iA1LURE:
Per!$rrance Degraded
	 Equipment not Functtontny 	 X_	 24	 Hrs	 0	 Mrc
rtsf")smow of FAILED 1TEN:	 Assembly removed and tested. Tests indicated Mil Associates converter
SA-24 -1-05-25, SIN 508026 failed. Removed converter for shipment to Mil Associates for
further teem - attd subsequent repair and	 a cetrel^t• 	 __--	 -- — --	 - - _--
F`J'!^ A` 	 William Fait	 OA-3
REPAIR ACTION :	 —	 --	 —	 -	 — - ----- - —	 - -
PART REPLACEMENT
Ad: o<t r.ent
141 1 -G FAF: !%C.PUSIilG y :	 4e.pa::	 ;_ r a:	 Retr' t , Jenccx
^ StEPA1R
Perforrne7 By
	 A._cepted by
AUSE Of YAW-!kE
ISee attached
wNE r '11IF .• T:df.
ISee attached
.APOLLO FAILURE REPORT te Of FailureMont? FR- °2ytar66
rAILURL Dr:E.:TED DURING: System
Inspection Functional Check Acceptance	 — ultceuon	 Test
rAIIED EQUIPMENT:
Elrctrontcs	 X_	 EApertment	 _ X	 Date handling	 (:^mp A	 GWE
Leh unit	 Qualification unit 	 X	 Flight unit 	 Flight eoare
FAILED ITEM-	 ^
AS6r s/N	 MWT. P/N	 Manufacturer
5	 - — AS & E ----- - --- —
Name -- 
^-- 
ASSE P/N
Assembly	 High Voltage _ I 04 -701 -70 1-P-1
S ubassembly
	 Distribution
Circuit ooard	 Asa
Part
idSC RiPTION nF rAILITRE
	
High voltage dropped from +2500 to approximately + 700V under - 1560 Temp.
test conditions of procedure AS&F 1333, page 8.
CFFECT OF FAILURE
	 —_	 —	 -- -	 ACCUM CIML TO FAILI ' RC:	 - --- -- -	 - _ -- -- - -
P • rformance Degraded
	 Equipment o rf -i -ltonura — X_	 24	 Hr	 0	 Mtn
DISPOSITION OF FAILED ITENt
	
Assembly removed and tested. Tests indicated Mil Associates converter
SA-24 -1-05-25. SIN 508027 failed. Removed converter for shipment to Mil Associates for
further tests and subsequent repa ir and/or roj)lacement_
7RIGINATOR:	 Wi lliam Fait	 QA-3-._
REPAIR AC'TinN:	
PART REPLACEMENT
Adjustment	 Part	 P N	 S%N	 •.flue
; AILFU PARI UIJROSITV ,N:	 Rep-jr	 Scran	 Return t Vendor
EPA] R:
Performed ll
	 A-cepteo by
'AusE ur FAILURE:
See Attached
,-itRREt., rl':E A+'TION:
See Attached
F b
FR-Q1 & Q2
AMERICAN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, INC.
FAILURE REPORT
Product: High Voltage Power Supplies
1. Description of Failure
The Experiment Sensor Unit contains two (2) high voltage power
supplies purchased from Mil Associates, Nashua, New Hampshire.
These have 2500 volt output. They are assembled into a five outlet
distribution box and fully potted.
Two of these units (#508-027, 508-026) failed after the sensor
unit was tested at 70 0C. Two others (#512-015, 508-030) failed when
tested in an oven before assembly. The failure was either a low voltage
(1500v) or no output voltage.
Other units (508-025, 508-032, 508-028) have undergone extensive
thermal cycling and testing and have not failed.
2. Cause of Failure
These power supplies contain a high voltage capacitor made up of
seven ceramic capacitors fused into a monolithic block. Each small
capacitor is about 0. 01 µf and 0. 4 square inches in size.
Mil Associates purchased the individual capacitors from Vitramon
Corp. and assembled the composite unit. They had obtained 3 good batches
of 1000 units but then received 2 bad batches. They rejected about 800 of
the first batch but used the accepted units to fabricate the components in
the supplies in question.
On dissecting one of the failed :.snits, a crack was found in the sub-
strate material of one of the capacitors. This crack shorted out the capacitor
and caused the supply to fail. This crack is a typical failure mode for faulty
substrate material. From the appearance of the crack it is evident that it was
present before the assembly of the monolithic capacitor block.
3. Other Failures
Mil Associates have had a similar power supply fail for the same
reason. This was supplied to Hughes, Inc. for the ATS program.
4. Corrective Action
Mil Associates now obtains their capacitors from American Lava
whose quality control is better. Results to date have been excellent with
no failures.
The power supplies will be rebuilt incorporating a new capacitor
and fully tested. The test schedule will include the following:
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2. 5 hours test at 55°C
5	 hours 71 °C
1	 hour 20°C
2.5 hours 0°C
5	 hours -55°C
1	 hour 20°C
with monitoring of all inputs and outputs and variation from load to no load.
AS&E will send personnel to monitor these tests.
5.	 Proposed Course of Action
Since AS&E has successfully completed high and low temperature
testing of the Experiment using two Mil Associates high voltage power
supplies, it is evident that the failure was due to poor quality control by
the vendor of the capacitors. The corrective action taken by Mil Associates
has eliminated this problem.
AS&E proposes to accept the power supplies after the above tests, and
assemble them into the distribution box.
After assembly and potting, the complete power supplies will be
requalified through the following test which duplicates Vie qualification
test cycle:
°a. Cool to -51C in one hour and maintain for 2 hours.
b. Turn on power supplies and v--ify correct operation for
4 hours at -51°C.
C.	 Return to 20°C and verify correct operation.
d. Raise to 70°C in one hour.
e. Turn on power supplies and operate for 20 hours. Verify
correct operation.
f. Return to 20°C and verify correct operation.
The units will then be assembled into the flight units. No re-
qualification of the Experiment will be performed.
6.	 Schedule Impact
The failure of the power supplies has caused a delay of approximately
10 days in the qualification testing program. TiAs is now expected to be
completed about 5 September 1966.
Approved: /	 L	 V
Castellano
	 J. R. W ters
iAgr. Quality Assurance	 Project Director
I1-5
MEETING MINUTES
Subject:	 Ni.SA/AS &E Program Review Meeting
Data:	 16 August 1966, American Science and Engineering,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Attendees:	 NASA	 AS&E
Brandenburg, W.	 Brackett, N.
Eaton, 'A.	 Burke, R.
Foster, N.	 Gaull, R.
Grace, T.	 Waters, J. R.
Zucker, P.
Agenda:	 I. Contract Changes
a.	 ASE-1272, dated 12 May,	 "DH O- Automatic
Shutoff"
b.	 ASE-1298, dated 6 June,"Electronic Box
Redesign"
C.	 ASE-1320, dated 22 June, 	 "Compartment A
Rewiring"
d.	 ASE-1361, dated 10 August,	 "Compartment A
Logic Change"
e.	 ASE-1341,	 dated 12 July,	 "Additional Scientific
Support"
2. Qualification Test
a.	 Review Status
b.	 Resolve fai lutes /remedial action.
C.	 Schedule
3. Schedule
a.	 NAA
b.
	 KSS
C.	 Delivery
4. Mission Requirements
a.	 DEP review -- ASE-1351, Rev.	 1
b.	 Fuel/Scientific requirements
S. Documentation
6. Additional Funding Request
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A Program Review Meeting was held at AS&E on 16 August with the
above people in attendance. The agenda shown above was discussed with
the following results:
1. Contract Changes
T. Grace req uested that AS&E justify its manpower estimates
for several of the changes. Several discussions ensued on the necessity
for drawings, the use of engineers to ensure that shop personnel correctly
wire intricate and rapid changes, and relative estimates made for each
change. The negotiations were settled when AS&E accepted the NASA offer.
The negotiated settlement was $36, 000 for the first four modifications and
$74, 000 for the scientific support (excluding fee).
2. Qualification Test
J. Waters prest,nted the Qual Test schedule as follows:
Experiment -- high and low temperature, acceleration, and
random vibration are complete. Thermal vacuum to begin nn
17 Augw t.
Data Handling System -- high and low temperature complete.
Thermal vacuum to begin on 17 August.
Compartment A -- high and low temperature, over pressure
test complete. Thermal vacuum to begin on 17 August.
The Qual Test failures were then discussed and a mechanism
for reporting and receiving concurrence on remedial action and go-ahead was
approved. AS&L will continue to inform NASA of failures within 48 hours by
TW, X. A second TWX will then be sent to NASA when the cause of failure
and remedial action have been assessed and a conference call will be set up to
mutually discuss the course of action. The agreed to action will then be
verified by TWX. At the present time, there are five failures for which NASA
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has been notified, action has been taken, and reports have been generated.
NASA accepted an action item to review these failures and courses of action,
and notify AS&E of their acceptability by 22 August. The failures are as
follows:
a. High Voltatie Power Supplies (Failure Report Q1 and Qz)--
high temperature -- vendor corrected component fault -- successfully re-
qualified separately.
b. Accelerometer -- low temperature -- one of three faulty --
returned to vendor for Q. C. inspection -- testing continuing with two units.
C.
	 PCM Encoder -- low temperature -- thermal path corrected
and heater added -- successfully requalified.
d. Tape Recorder
e. Oscillator -- high temperature chamber runaway --
prototype units subjected to normal qual environment and worked acceptably
-- qual unit oscillator replaced with prototype unit -- qual unit tape re-
corder left as is since one track is operating -- testing continuing.
T. Grace stated that AS&E should continue testing as presently
planned and that NASA would notify AS&E shortly if there are any requalifi-
cations necessary on the above failures. Copies of all Failure Reports were
given to T. Grace.
3.	 Schedule
The NAA, KSC and AS&E contract delivery schedules were
discussed. A call from NAA indicated that OCP 0129 had slipped to the week
of 29 August. In view of the slippage in the spacecraft delivery to KSC, it
was agreed that AS&E could have additional time to perform extensive
scientific testing on the experiment and conduct considerably more system
testing. The delivery date for the flight units and GSE was tentatively set
at 6 September, but could slip slightly as long as the units arrived at KSC
one week before the spacecraft. The delivery for the flight spare units was
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set at 21 October. These units have been supporting the NAA SjC Integration
since April and will require checkout and calibration. NASA stated they
would establish these new delivery dates in the contract change ,nodifica-
tion.
NASA indicated a possible launch date slippage and asked AS&E how
the slippage would affect the present AS&E launch assumption of 15 January.
AS&E stated that if a firm lau<<ch date could be given at an early date, AS&E
would spread its efforts accordingly, however the present AS&E plan calls
for launch support up until 15 January 1967.
4.	 Mission Requirements
a. The revised DEP (ASE-1351) was shown in draft form since
it is presently being printed. It is expected to be transmitted to NASA by
24 August 1966.
b. Discussion concerning the RCS fuel requirements for S-17
showed that NASA requires a firmer definition from FMS&E on the experimental
requirements and operational procedures. j. Waters agreed to provide the
best information available at this time by 1 September 1966. It was em-
phasized that these requirements are subject to changes due to the con-
tinuing progress in X-ray astronomy and modification of experiment ob-
jectives.
S.	 Documentation
AS&E stated all documentation requirements had been on time
and the only outstanding document was the final Qualification Test Report.
6.	 Overrun Reauest
Ms srs. W. Brandenburg, N. Brackett and R. Burke discussed
the ASE-1363, "Additional Funding Request" in a separate meeting. The
discussion centered around the AS&E method of establishing overhead pools
and reasons for the overhead increases. NASA stated it would fund the
II-9
$36, 000 and requested that JAS&F provide a more rigidly defined work
statement for tiZe scientific support modification.
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APOLLO FAILURE REPORT 	 Date of Failure:	 ^^_ Q_7
-_	
-	 - - -	
Month 8	 Jay 17
	
Yrar 66	
- - -
FAILURE DCTE,:TED DURING:
Inspection	 runctlonal Check	 Acceptance	 Qualification __ X
FAILED EQUIPMENT:
Electrertf[a _—
	 EAperiment	 X	 Date handling	 Comp A	 _ GSC	 - -
LAI, unit
	 Quallfication unit 	 X	 Flight unit _	 Flight spare
1'AI LEit ITEM	 -	 ---	 --	 -_•  -• - -- --- -_•_ - --
	
Name	 AS&C P/N	 AS&E S/N	 Migr P/N	 Manufacturer
Sutras se .bly
1x
DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE:
The malfunctioning pre-amp caused spurious pulses to be fed into the electronics.
These pulses fed back through a common high voltage supply to other channels.
FFFF^ 'T OF FAII11RE:
	 - - --- - --	 ---
	
AC t'M TIME TO I'AILUkE:
i-ertormance DegradeA	 X	 Equipment not Functioning	 35	 Hra	 Mtn
rRSPOSITION OI' FAILED ITEM:
The unit was removed and replaced.
ORIGINATOR: - ^5oczG=WjL
REPAIR A,'TION:	
^YAI- 
PART REPLACEMENT
X-rav Detecto
PreAmy
 -- ------- --
--- -- -
f AILED P"T DLI. POSITIGN:	 Repau	 Sc rap
	
Return to Venuot
REPAIR:
Periormed By
	
A. cepted by
CAUSE Or rAIL:'RE,
The failure was traced to an air bubble in the potted section of the unit which caused
the unit to fail in a vacuum.
-_ Y1RNF • 'f1:'e
 A 'TIONr_
The faulty pre-amp was replaced and the system's operation verified by Quality Control.
The Qualification program was then resumed.
AL -
	 r. •	
- -- --	 --	 _
—
TO:	 LAR. THOMAS GRACE	 8/22/66
NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
	
.SSE-JRW-385
HOUSTON, TEXAS
VIA: DATA FAX
S- 17 PRELIMINARY FAILURE REPORT
ITEM DURING THE INITIAL PUMPING DOWN TO VACUUM OF THE S-17
EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE FOR THE TEMPERATURE -ALTITUDF. CYCLE OF
THE QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAM, ONE OF THE X-RAY DFTECTORS MAL-
FUNCTIONED.
DESCRIPTION CF MALFUNCTION
	
THE DETECTOR INJECTED A LARGE
NUMBER OF SPURIOUS PULSES INTO THE ELECTRONICS PARTICULARLY THE
GUARD CHANNEL. THESE PULSES FED BACK THROUGH A COMMON HIGH
VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY TO OTHER CHANNELS.
ACTION TAKEN THIS TYPE OF FAILURE IS SOMETIMES EVIDENCE OF A
LEAK THROUGH THE WINDOWS OF THE DETECTOR. IF SO, PROLONGED HIGH
VACUUM WILL PUMP OUT THE DETECTOR AND IT WILL CEASE TO PRODUCE
SPURIOUS PULSES. ACCORDINGLY, THE TEST CYCLE WAS CONTINUED.
HOWEVER, THE SPURIOUS PULSES PERSISTED THROUGHOUT THE TEST
DURATION. CLOSER INVESTIGATION WILL BE REQUIRED TO DETERMINE THE
EXACT CAUSE OF FAILURE.
ON COMPLETION OF THE TEST CYCLE, THE FAULTY COUNTER WAS REMOVED
FROM THE CIRCU T AND ANEW UNIT CONNECTED. THE EQUIPMENT WAS
REEVACUATED 'f'O 10 -6 PSIA AND PERFORMED NORMALLY.
DISCUSSION OF FAILURE	 THIS DETECTOR WAS ONE UNIT OF EIGHT IN
THE EQUIPMENT. DURI.:G PREINSTALLATION TESTING EACH DETECTOR IS
SUBJECTED TO THREE VACUUM CYCLES, ONE OF WHICH IS OF 100 HOUR
DURATION, WHICH NORMALLY SERVES TO REJECT FAULTY UNITS. HOWEVER,
DUE TO THE DELICATE NATURE OF THE DETECTORS CAUSED BY THE TWO MIL
BERYLLIUM WINDOWS, ADDITIONAL RANDOM FAILURES CAN OCCUR. THE
FACT THAT REPLACEMENT Of' THE FAULTY UNIT BY A NEW ONE CAUSED NORMAL
OPERATION TO BE RESUMED SHOWS THAT SUCH A FAILURE OCCURRED.
PROPOSED ACTION
	
AS&E PROPOSES TO REPLACE 'THE FAULTY COUNTER
WITH THE NEW ONE WHICH UNDERWENT THE VACUUM TEST DESCRIBED
ABOVE AND TO PROCEED WITH THE QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAM. SINCE
THE UNAFFECTED HALF OF THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT BEHAVED NORMALLY
DURING THE THERMAL CYCLING AND SINCE A MI-JQMUM TEMPERATURE
EXCURSION OF ONLY 5°F WAS OBSERVED BY THE INTERNAL TEMPERATURE
MONITORS, WE BELIEVE THAT THE CRITIC^.L PART OF THIS TEST, AS FAR AS
THE COUNTERS ARE CONCERNED, IS THE ADDITIONAL VACUUM CYCLE.
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT SHE COUNTERS ARE TESTED FOR PROLONGED
PERIODS AT -60°F AND +160 F AS PART OF THEIR INITIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTING.
ACCORDINGLY, AFTER PERMANENT INSTALLATION OF THE COUNTER, WE IN-
TEND TO PROCEED WITH VIBRATION TESTING.
YOUR CONCURRENCE WITH THIS PROPOSAL IS URGENTLY REQUIRED TO OBVIATE
POSSIBLE SCHEDULE IMPACT.
^	 J. R. WATERS, PROJECT DIRECTOR
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FAILURE REPORT 7
X-ray Detector and Preamplifier Serial No 2019A
Description of Failure
This Unit was installed in the Experiment Sensor Qualification Unit.
Prior to commencement of the Temperature-Altitude test, after pumping
down to 10 -6 psia, a large number of spurious pulses were observed. This
condition _,7ers1 :,ted th, oughout the duration of tho test. It was observed that
the Count Rate *p ater output of the +Y charnel was very high.
Q^ause of ia0are
This type of :oilure is typical o_ high voltage breakdown. The counter
was remoN a^: `rcm the Qualification cinit and the preamp. cover taken off to
enable Lia oj,Atents to be obse- 4. z. was placed in a small vacuum chamber
and slow), , pjmp -d clown wi'a' the itirjh voltage (+2500 ih on. As the pressure
decreased an internal Nuc, -Are r:ould be observed from the high voltage ter-
minal to ground. The pottirg material was cut open to observe the path of
the discharge. A small air bubble in the potting material was found adjacent
to the high voltage terminal. It was also observed that both transistors in
the preamplifier were shorted out due to the prolonged sparking that had
taken place.
Other Failures
Failures of other counter assemblies have been observed but these
have been detected during assembly and checkout. The most common mode
of counter failure is a failure of the beryllium windows but these are de-
tected during the ATP.
Corrective Action
Potting procedures have been reviewed in order to try to eliminate
trapped air bubbles. These procedures already include degassing of the
potting compound and vacuum outgassing of the unit when poured full. Due
to the very compact design, significant improve-; i t s Are hard to achieve
without the possibility of causing an air trapping situation in another area.
Proposal Action
Detector units are routinely tested under vacuum for corona
after complete assembly and potting. However, as a new procedure, the
complete X-ray sensor packages will now be vacuum tested before going
11 -13
4d
--%	 - =» S ._-- " AW- -- -- 	 -- - -1
into acceptance testing. It should be noted that it is desirable to limit the
number of vacuum cycles that the counters undergo since these can lead to
failures of t'l1e delicate two mil beryllium windows.
Schedule Impact
The counter was replaced with a spare unit and the Qualification
Unit retested satisfactorily. The additional vacuum testing of the Flight
Milts will require one jay extra.
Appro ved: 	 .c GL^^t^^0
,. -astcllano	 J. R. Watcrs
Manager, Quality Assurance	 Project Director
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ATTACHMENT III
FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA
III
ATTA(—_1110l'nrT rrr
/1S&E APOLLO X-RAY A5,TRr)iJOMY I.XPLK MLNT
LNVli?ONh1LN I'Al, TL'ST DATA S11 AJ
Type of Test:	 LL1_.G_tt<. T^£1!11°_t Q_d_raaa
Test Start-'rime: / 2.U0	 ate: Z!i- 1,L 4 Test Complete-Time: D 900 Date: 2-6 17,)L 46
GSE Clock Rendir r -Start:	 _Complete:
Envlronment ril Tc: t L ui rncnt
Manuf. ^ _ rs.	 o,ep Model No.: 4A_C- Z Serlal No.	 ,g	 ,^ SG
Cal Date:_ 7-G(^ _	 ,Other Data: Sft^ ^iY__^P^.^
Functional Test Data:
	
Digital Test;	 Pre-Environment
Pass 3 F-a11
	
Power Cons.:	 Pre-Environment
	
Current	 /. 1s a.
	
Voltage	 1 7's-
Post Environment
Pass	 Fa 11
Post Environment
1I1-1
Ga1tbration:
f'rc -1:nvituiiniL nt
L Ii 1II11E1 ----	
_Iii' j. 1 (: ^I I . 0;^I.' i(.'L1113	 (;:iH	 C iI.'	 Bk
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_t-ViZz ---^
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1'lir, 3 _W Sr id
_5^_1_`^G6 y^fc ' Sig I S )6 X48? -t- 8.2 rys 7 --^
,iU
	 12	 ^ 1p _ Lo ^ - ' li ^	 I
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!	 r	 i	 t
PHA r'--0,^i S,_, I 9
	
4 261 3 ^^., ^yc	 S	 y3G.. _^6_ r v6s,	 1
— -^
3 QSEr^^-----Z^ - I 1	 Z 2	 /	 Z^ i-	 -2.1
PHA 6—.61)_.S^'c:., _ `^ 4^_' .Vi a 1 -- 348 z3b 5^01_ '/i0—I — $? -3y3 ---i
P1IA / Fro 5f
	 /^-^-^8- ^- ^0 -!	L-/ L 1
'Iii► tlLo 	3L_
X GI(1t130 Sec' 	 03_U- -	 t- }-	 E-• —^	 a- ---- ^- -
t;0 5eci - -- 1 3 .5'- l	 3S f_ 3_^ ^- • 30 ^..• 3
--- 
GRM
^Iit^t 3u Sec, 05	 of ' .oy .off	
1-- 
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- -- T-.	 1-- --+-- 
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o . o i . y	
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Y Clttil	 D 9	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - I jo
y	 Ni
- ----	 1-- I	 r—^— —^--`
-remP.
	
73°F	 III-2
60
x  URNI
x - G R-M
Y URN113"
60 Scc I -T-
G,i I ibra I. ton :
Punt
UL-ImIcl	 nk(j. G(ill GaI 2 iGaI3 Ga14 CaIS BkIL, Ave.•
(-"Ru uo
3o •cIf:
Y CHU 60 S-c
PHA 1 60
30 Sc C,
11 11A 2 6 0 IS c c,
311
P1 f A 3	 oil
J—U 7
.311
	
c`
PHA	 9
311
PIIA 6 G ',i e
NIA  7 60
3 0
-
112- 	 ---J-
I l i 1A 8 bu 7
30
UIN130
111-3
Pre-CnvIron rctit	 Post -D—tronment
Si	 l
	 Volt i
U,% I) z
--	 -	 - - --- ---- ^' S	 -	 - l`	 -----
	
-
'I rAD 3
^C41I) 4
-
-
-
h "%.%: I  S
Y AXIS
----
BRI C• I IT 3 • G
LAMP	 S-
PoF, t Test luspe,-;Uuu Result
	
A ^r-Et__ 
_ 1p_EL^.-- s4.tX_.^sT _144.^_F C_EX4Cot 	 d_T^^EtArtN_i ^_ N
r--_-c.16,e.E-_ -Olt zA1W-f-2---4-Q-AL Nom._ rti! G S 3 ^lli ^!l^^9N-LST
i^^_o^E^_ ^y_c.c[f1 Fucc.^--y _l^oei^r^st_ _ !%!!.o11^r[u
"' o--- _°s+.Mitt_____F_^Le_M.------^+^111^EJ^__^^_f.-t•1^__!^s^r_4.4^—_.eDwCI^^^PJ°^^ -
S^P^tES_
	
o
	 .ti__
Failure Uato:_^S e'r H H j g. t4t1Q -^ Lr9^^ __S^[1^1_fS_-- F.AI^E^? __ f+ t __e^^3 E
1 iv __T_tt_ —It r r FIC_4 E_D--f-A1LI_-A V L	 LF.-f-k&r
^ A S^t ^e N / t RS No T& D	 t4 Est E	 S 'Lot ^t^^ lu Rte_,
	
R G 5^^^^P	 A N D	 Y E S T t L	 ,e E f {Z /+n jr- v 0 M
Test Performed by:
AVCO:	 -	 _	 AS 6 E
111 -4
- ATTACHMENT III
^	 z
11S &L APOLLO X-RAY A^;TR0NQA1Y EXPERINILNT
LNVIRONNIENTAL TEST DATA SHELT
Type of Test:	 L L U4
	
_r 
i= NiP F E-AZr
Test Start -Time: I-A 1 3 	 Date: I Av U L 6 Test Complete -Time: to 7 IT Date: 1	 V V 41(
GSE Clock Reading-Start:	 a.0 1, -1	 Complete:	 Z ► L
Environmental Test Equipment:
lvt•inuf.:	 (_UL ,.2 ,z A 2	 Model No.: io x /c A /U Serial No.:	 fi F 11)?
Cal Date:—
	Other Data:	 -----	 -- --
Functional Test Data:
Digital Test;	 Pre-Environment	 Post Enviro nment
	
D v EL ► &' L	 ti'
Pcss 3 Fail
	
Pass v Fail	 v
Power Cons.	 Pre-Environm ent 	Post Lnvirunment
Current
Voltage
	 i7.S,.
111 -5
REPRODUCIBILITY OF I_H^ ORIGIN AL
 PAG E I S POOR-
6.
Calibration:
Nc - En v I I Oil If I unt
CmI2_jUaI3 Ga14 Oa15 Bk_q. .lvv.
X CRG fit)	 Ij I / 1 i	 I 1 1 P	 L
1=
1=
I	 I 't Ll
Y CRC (3 0
3 !I
	 L: C 'J,
PHA I bO S(-!C e	 I
PHA 2 60 Suc y r, -k
30 'Scc*^
1 1 11A 3 b 	 S r c l - 
_7_L 71	 7 V
IL
P11A 4 0(I 1
3 1 1 Socl a
pjjj^	 5 Wl T
3 11	 S o c!
1 1 11A 6 G I) S	 c 2
I A
PHA 7 60 SuL
31 St,,:
P JJ A 8 bO ScLj_V v
 
V +--17 	 "7ki- 1`^
	31) sec l	S-(.	 1, 2	 1
X (_; RN130 Se c' Y-4
	
60 Sec	 j JL C.	 3
Xf (;RN1	 c il
X_ URM
Y
	
'RN130 Sec;	 3	 11	 it
ry-
	
60 sec	 I
Y- ^: IZn9	 I -	 i . `^^	 I	 - ^	 -	 ^	 ^^
Y+ CR M
B CRM	 o2
_x
B CRM
_y
'r rr- An 0 ..	 5 x	 r	 111-6
'REPRODU CIBI L I TY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE: IS 
POOR,^
j
I
Ga I i bratiun:
1.11W -L" l ly 11011111unt
I	
-	 A ____ —
Gh ,mns, l	 Rk	 I I
•
Ca 12 iGaQ
-
 Ga14	 (.;al5	 Bkg A  ve.
7
----.T1 	 T
X C R u k Ji i
zc i	 L L)
Y	 6 U S v c 
Lt
as
. —T30 S q 4 C
PIJA I	 b () SeC 7L.:.--Y
Jo tic,:'
P " A 2 4
-
1) S	 c. I 4
PHA 3 b l ) Svc	 r( r =l - } - I -`' C -}- 1 — a `L T-,
1
PHA 4 6 1 1	 1 v4—
311 ';c f:
	
1 1-4	 16^	 mob
I -
PIIA	 a
PHA 6 60 Svel 3-L
...- I.. L
3 1)
PHA 7 ho
8 u p	 3< 1	 2-
44	 4s
X UHN130Sec;
b0	 2. 1	 LI
Xf GRM
X_ (;Rm_
+
GRN130 St:c! -11	 Ic
60 sec! — ! ,1^ ^1 •t^ I .EL I ^1 ^ —	 _I—^
y CR KI
PCRIM
_x_
B CRM
k) KA r it ou 1 10 si.s 1	 1
111-7
Calibration:
Post Environnicrit
a
 2l _1^;LiQ Ga14 Cal" Bkq. Ave. 7­ 1
I y./J. 1 _ 11
Y CHU ILL	 4
J - 
L
I-!	 V
PHA 1 61) !vcIj	 k_ '13
,1 10 SLC:1	 a A -j	 tj -I: I u I V r—U - 1
PHA __ 0 1) S q t;j..	jj -
	_,__j 51 U
	 LY t f ?. rSL? .r.l U ^- ^---^
All
I'l I A 3	 0 ;rc,
AOS"t':
P I i A _4___^
C	 j y
P11A	 , f )
P1 [A G G,) SvJ ty Y^
PHA 7 ^UO__Sqcl­(^_	
Iq
N I A 8 u J 6 "c
k: CRN130 Se
X^ Ulm
Y GRNIJO SCJ	 al
67 sc(;l
CRY+	 N1	 V<
Y_ CRM	 Li I
B CRM
	
I V
B CRM
y
D u	 /00	 S,/
-ice F
i)tJr	 onsor: Prf
-
 tr!!t1tt cnt
-
D11f^NG -_
Si'^^^•il Volt i , I	 Volt +'l i	 v 	 ► . T
t^U11v c
------- -- — ----	
/, 09
Lt,11.) 4-------
----
"0.1 Iq
---	 -	 -- ----- — -	 --	
0 ,, Y3
 O^U 1 o. y9
L; R[ G HT _ ---3=^ 3	 3_---- --
Post TeA 1ji5Neut1u11 kusult:c:
f allure Uata:	
_ ro
Test Perfoi med by:
AVCO • 	—	 AS&E_
AS 6 E QC:	 s1►
MaTG :	 S'rA#-	 C.6 J1bIt	 1AJ011	 Q y 4l/CI e-D	 t:E /AA,4T6L.y	 14 T'	 /qS 1 6
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ATTACHMENT III
	 2T1
AS&E APOLLO X-RAY ASTRONOMY EXPLRIMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL VEST DATA SKEET`
Type of Test:	 A 1 6, N	 T f n-t r c vZ,q	 K f, — N T T E M PT N 0. i
Test Start-Time:	 1 % ((.	 Date: I- Av C U. Test Complete-Time: G 1 t c	 Date: <	 < C "
GSE Clock Reading-Start: 	 11 2-	 Complete:	 13 -1  . b
Environtuental Test Equipment:
Nlanuf.:	 Cc #_ r— n o	 Model No.: lo - je - I o Serial No.:	 A F	 3'17
Cal Date:	 q - LL	 Other Data:-
Functional Test Data:
Digital Test:	 Pre-Environment
	 Post Environment	 !1 3 .` fy L ENV
Pass	 3 Fail	 Pass %-.	 Fail	 v
Power Cons.:	 Pre-Environment	 Post En. ironment
	
Dur_ 0-' E CAS 3
Current	 I, 3	 1•	 , L	 1 3q,
Voltage	 Z l, S v
III-10
Calibrdti011'
I'Ic - LIIVIIOlIIticllt	 NcTF	 A-% f 	 Let. TFr^r	 Dr^Td
Q;11-111nE'I 	 _Rka j C:all_ ,Gal2_jGal3 . GaW
h ^ RQ	 to Suc	 111	 ! 1 1^I t I	 / 1LY 	 J	 I I )31
I GaI5_ rBkU.
+	 17Yt-	 /,	 I
Ave... 	 L —i
► 	 i	 ,^	
I
:++ -	 ((^ '	 1.	 ,^i	 I /	 lr	 - 4	 !
J^
I
T_
+
I
^j A
i^
PHA
-
1	 b!I :te e i l 1^4 j 74t_
	
) lr_
PljA l__ 00_Scc.' L4, 11	 /c t	 Is :.? /^L /yC ►/^ h	 'J/ I 	 I YS.
C
l 	 I
I
11
VifA 3
Sn
- uU /l_i_4 '^
(Ili /s'i I 13^ ^1 / y 1 cf Z /Zvi
.3U S^^cl I	 f l ^	 y	 t l i	 4 Y- ^	 i
P11A 4_1,0:;.,c.` i_,.Lt^,cti 7' i	 ^>c 17 ^^ yL I	 I IS,	 I
-^-- -
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I /f► b
-- f -^V /)E ;_ Sf_ I /^	 ^-	 _
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1--
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j _
std Soc! -	 5 l	 4c	 Lg4,-
X CPN130 Sec+_.c'^^/	 /1_1 . /;	 _ _.L? ^. c	 r
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Secj-
 =1_^ [
	
c 10_	 ^ • i3 • >tl^
---	 ^---L
X f GRM
X- GRM
Y GRh1 30 Seca_ 	 /e	 c	 c I	 I
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Y #- Cl?M	 r	
- }--
	
t	 i 
' c y_
Y- Cf tn7	 y7 (	 -	 I	 - I	 I -	 ,Y^
B CRM	 .03 I	 -	 I -	 I -	 ,u3
B CRM
A' t t N	 DO
	
3-1 	 .5 - 0	 ,ro.$ S'o. 1 	 ieo
TEa p	 90° F
III-11
t OL	 —
loc	 S/•s ^o.
F
	
I	 1	 0
	
— I -_ I	
,c3
,o L I
	
5m .6 I So.6
	 /a0
III-12
.('	
I-
. ^ 1^. c .^
	 a ^
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Post Environment
OL 111110
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o
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x
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111•13
tor	 ;ensor: Pre-Environment Post Environment
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X
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o
Po-t Tf-!.t Inspection Results:
I'ailure Mita:
Ti-st Performed by:
i-,vco:—	 ^As& E
AS&L OG:	 e
iu  r  , vlr
.,OLJL f o^ CL* 19 s ^ 6
111-14
ATTACHMENT III
9A
7
AS&E APOLLO X-RAY ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST DATA SHEET
Type of Test:	 A cc c C_ 6 -,A T)o -	
—
Test Start-Time: / 2-0o	 Date: q ► ,J a 4 6 Test Complete-Time: / l u J	 Date: iu 11, 1 6 ec
GSE Clock Reading-Start: 	 13 1, 4	 Complete:	 L 3 1.^
Environmental Test Equipment;
Manuf.: G- ^ N I Sce Model No.: Lc - 17,Y
—
Serial No.:
Cal Date: Other Data:
Functional Test Data:
Digital Te: t;
Power Cons.
Current
Voltage
Pre-Environment
Pass 3 Fail
Pre-Environment
/. 3 a
L1.5 v
Post Environment
Pass 3 	 Fail
Post Enviro nment
/. ^- 1 aL
17. S-Y
a
III-15
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5
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' 7// / /^^ ) /lr |	 ^ ^^b ' L/^' -	 | /^^|	 |
AH
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IL	 L
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~---~
	
^-	 -x
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.^	 ^
	
'^	 ^	 D1-lG
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TH^ ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR;,
Ca I i brat ion:
Post Environment
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.,I -y
led
  60 Sec l IV
3
PHA-1
	
C: L; I	 Y ' I	 3^
I'l i A	 c	
-1	 le. C . 	
2-
31) Scc'
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z L/
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X- GRM
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60 scc	 t	 LK 3c I .10 I ^o ^—	 !
Y 4- Ut Ki
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L) f- A *r I 0A) 	/0 b
111-17
- I
	 1 0 q
49. 2 1 r o I . -Jro - -L 1 5-0 1 /' C)
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR;
Mor , c n., , or:	 Pre-Pnvircinincilt
Sl Vo I ta rj 0
u'-
f
ILI , 	j
BiA( -'TT - 7
L- 1.1 M -v	 4 5-
Poet To , t Ills i ,e' ctloll Results:
kate -=- s=nWA.'L
Pust Unvironmerit
Vo I ta , I c
Failure [):it,]
Test Perfornicu by:
	
AS& E	 9/ 7
	 .QA
 -,\
NS&I" Qc•	 '*\jI
ell
1
111-18
iATTACHMENT III
AS&L APOLLO ) -RAY ASTRONOMY FAPERINILNT
LNVIR0NR1LNTAI. TEST DATA SIILLT
Type of Test : 	 & q N D o M______^--I- 	 u
Test Start-Tirne:	 /460	 Date: i L A ub ( 4 Test Complete -Time: r Zoo Cate: /S ^y6 64
GSE Clock ;leading-Start:_	 z-qo	 Complete:
Lnvironmerital Pest L.iuipment ;
RIanuf.: L r w G I:1,)dei No.:	 ; S- coc 2 -16 Serial No.: L
Cal Date: - _Other Data:____5.t. vcrEa,	 coVT!tacS
Functional Test Data;
	
Digital Test;
	 Fre-Environment
	
Post L'nvironnicnt
Pass 3 	 ;ail
	
Pass	 -,*' Fail
	
Power Cons. :	 Pre-En vi ronment
	
Post En vironment
	
Current	 ./_3a.	 /, z 9 Q-
	Voltage
	
2 7. S
	
2,_7 • S .r
III-19
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-Y
	
IilQ&'t-lo,.l	 Ioo	 Sl	 45 1 d0	 11 S, L)	 loo
III-20
Go I ibration:
Post Environment
	
R;-j.	 C. - .11 -- C.'t L'	 13 , G lH 
..:C, II	 r W. U .	 Avv.
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7 t 816 ^lv!
-111 2 6 fj 2o P Q;I C;	 4 1	 T I/ S*
Al. Y, 9	 1 s-
PHA I - b(l ';t!ct	 Z- i l q1!
4s,
P11A Z S,	 141	 0
I
7
.ilk 5t.t:,- - 
—i.. y . ^_ y_ 	 ^ .:_.'^—i_._?_r. -_ ._.:_ `,' ^ __;
7-1'I!?,lfl% 3	 2.	 6
PAA 4_ -S- 1)
:Lf 1
. 
S
PliA 5 10, St ,•,	 x 
.
34	 151
}-fi_^_ 6.
— I _ -- -r--G-
N IA  6 G , ) Svcl 14	 2.	
6t 
D61 I
a 5ec^
.. - ..^
	
G _i. ^-	
_ `^ ^- L T— ,
PHA 7 W) St,- ,gj .	 4	 _L t2.
^I:LS 12'
C' s
X (AN130 SCC;	 3
Lt '_^Lo
xf ul^
X-Ulm
	
6cc Oq	 ./3	 'Y	 /Vi
69 S(-' C	 30 1 6 I ^^ t^- -^`  -^
y	 R N1	 ./7
Y- cIt
D C R TA	 o 5
x
B CRM
0%20.A hl
Star Sensor: Pre- Cnt,tr-)nvncnt Post --L!	 t
sigI)aI Volt ) , :c Volt In'
QUAD t, zy
QUAD 4
x AXIS
Y AXIS	
--
Q . 1S ^.—
--- --	
o_ io
BRIGf iT
---- --3
...-
333 3.60 3 A
LAMP _
	
_—	
I p , ^sS J
-	 -
0  yr 
`/--
Post Test I-,SNeCtion ttusult:^:
L) N t	 Qr w e- RF- QAE nEfD---
	 —
Failure Uata:_` V O	 V A r LLo st ES
Test Perfoi coed by:
AVCO:	 — 
	
AS & E
AS&E QC:`-
III-22
i
ATTACHMENT III
ASST: APOLLO X-PLAY ASTRONOMY I:XPLPIN1LNT
LNVIRONh1ENTAL TLST DATA SKEET
Type of Test:	 T EAl PC RA Y UIR 	 r /r yi7E
Test Start-Time: / S<Do Date: /7 /ldb G4 Test Complete-Time: i/SAS Date: 24 V6
GSE Clock Reading-Start: 	 1 Y 7. 4	 Complete:	 3 0 S. 0
Environmenia l 'rest L,iuipment:
Manuf.	 y Vr_ p	 Model No.	 /d	 Serlal No. .
Cal Date:	 _ _ 
	
—Other Data:
Fu- ctional Test Qatar
Digital Test:	 Pre-Environment	 Post Environment
Pass — Fail
	
Pass 3 Fail
Pgwer Cons.:_
	
Pre-Environment	 Post Environment
Current	 / •_ ? $ r^.	 3 a
Voltage	 7. s -,^
i
III-23
gCalibration:
Pro- i.II yiIUnflll lit
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